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Abstract
Functional decomposition of logic circuits has profound influence on all quality as-
pects of the cost-effective implementation of modern digital systems. In this paper,
a relational approach to the decomposition of logic circuits is proposed. This ap-
proach is parallel to the normalization of relational databases, they are governed
by the same concepts of functional dependency (FD) and multi-valued dependency
(MVD). It is manifest that the functional decomposition of switching function actu-
ally exploits the same idea and serves a similar purpose as database normalization.
Partitions play an important role in the decomposition. The interdependency of two
partitions can be represented by a bipartite graph. We demonstrate that both FD
and MVD can be represented by bipartite graphs with specific topological proper-
ties, which are delineated by partitions of minterms. It follows that our algorithms
are procedures of constructing those specific bipartite graphs of interest to meet the
information-lossless criteria of functional decomposition.
Key words: Functional decomposition, partition, relational data model, functional
dependency (FD), multi-valued dependency (MVD)
1 Introduction
Functional decomposition of logic circuits has profound influence on all quality
aspects of the cost-effective implementation of modern digital systems [1,2]. It
is clear that the single table specification of a large size switching function may
contain undesirable redundancies, which can only be eliminated by factorizing
the function into several small and independent functions. It is evident that
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the decomposition of a single table into smaller tables not only can reduce the
complexity, but it can also increase the scalability, and improve the reliability
of the logic circuits. A general information lossless decomposition theory of
relational information systems has been proposed in [3]. This paper addresses
the specific application of this theory to the decomposition of logic circuits.
Various approaches [4] have been proposed to explore the functional decom-
position of switching function. Earlier works in this area were initiated by R.
L. Ashenhurst [5] and H. A. Curtis [1]. Their approach later has been widely
adopted by many other researchers [6–10] and extensively applied to Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) [11, 12], multiple-valued logics [13–16],
machine learning [17, 18], and Very Large Scale Integration (VLSI) [19].
In this paper, we propose a relational approach deduced from the decompo-
sition theory developed in relational databases [20, 21]. The relational data
model is the simplest but most versatile way to manage information. It is
focused on the organization of data into collections of tables, called relations.
In relational databases, normalization is the process of removing redundant
data from relational tables by decomposing (splitting) a relational table into
smaller tables by projection, which in turn saves space and reduces manipu-
lation anomalies. In order to be correct, decomposition must be information-
lossless. That is, the new tables can be recombined to recreate the original
table without creating any spurious data. Considering the truth table of a
switching function as a relation, it naturally leads us to construct functional
decomposition algorithms based on the intrinsic structure properties of tables
unfolded in the course of developing the normalization theory of relational
databases.
There are two interwind themes in this paper. First, we introduce the notions
of relational data model that provide us with the table structures that we need
to study the decomposition of switching function. Our investigation reveals
that the theory of functional decomposition of logic circuits is parallel to the
normalization theory of relational databases, they are governed by the same
concepts of functional dependency (FD) and multi-valued dependency (MVD)
[21]. It is manifest that the decomposition of switching function exploits the
same idea and serves a similar purpose as database normalization.
Our second theme is to utilize concepts of FD and MVD in the construc-
tion of algorithms for decomposition of switching functions. Partitions play
an important role in the information lossless decomposition of relational sys-
tems. Hartmanis and Stearns [22] investigated the serial and parallel decom-
positions of finite state machines by using the partitions with substitution
property introduced by Birkhoff [23]. In logic circuit decomposition, the set of
minterms of a truth table is partitioned into blocks according to some equiva-
lence relations, and each block, or equivalence class, of the partition represents
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a set of minterms of a component circuit. Following the theory developed by
Birkhoff [23], partitions corresponding to the component subsystems must pos-
sess the commutative property. Rota gives an interesting information-theoretic
interpretation of commutative partitions in [24]. The commutative property is
essentially a general algebraic formulation of independency of two partitions.
We show that partitions of minterms associated with both FD and MVD can
be represented by bipartite graphs with specific topological properties. It fol-
lows that our algorithms are procedures of synthesizing those specific bipartite
graphs of interest to meet the lossless criteria of functional decomposition.
The principle of our basic disjoint decomposition algorithm lies on the merge
of equivalent columns in the decomposition chart to remove redundancies in
the underlying truth table. The bipartite graphic representations of FDs and
MVDs are facilitated to prove that the information contained in the truth
table is preserved by the decomposition algorithm. The decomposition chart
of non-disjoint decomposition can be organized in diagonal form, such that
each sub-chart in the diagonal can be treated as a disjoint decomposition
chart. Thus, it is straightforward to generalize the basic algorithm to the case
of non-disjoint decomposition. The decompositions of incompletely specified
functions are governed by the same set of rules, except that there are many
alternative combinations to merge the columns of the decomposition chart.
Due to unspecified values in the truth table, the final solution may not be
unique, and it is determined by cliques of compatible columns. Our relational
approach is developed in the context of partitions associated with logic vari-
ables in the truth table. Thus, the proposed decomposition algorithms can be
naturally extended to multi-valued logic circuits without any amendments.
The sequel of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides the mo-
tivation of relational approach to the decomposition of switching function.
Section 3 introduces notions of relational data model to facilitate necessary
background information. In Section 4, we construct the algorithm for simple
disjoint decomposition. In Section 5, the algorithm is generalized to multiple
decomposition. Section 6 considers the non-disjoint decomposition. In Section
7, we discuss the incompletely specified function. Section 8 is devoted to the
decomposition of multi-valued logic circuits. Finally, the conclusion and future
research direction are summarized in Section 9.
2 Ashenhurst-Curtis Decomposition
To motivate our relational approach of functional decomposition, we will
closely examine an example in this section to demonstrate that Ashenhurst-
Curtis decomposition of switching function is essentially a sequence of rela-
tional operations performed on the truth table of the underlying logic circuit.
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(c) Tf
minterm x1 x2 x3 x4 F
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 1 1 0
4 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0
6 0 1 1 0 0
7 0 1 1 1 1
8 1 0 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1 1
10 1 0 1 0 0
11 1 0 1 1 0
12 1 1 0 0 0
13 1 1 0 1 0
14 1 1 1 0 1
15 1 1 1 1 0
(d) Th
minterm x2 x3 F
1,8 0 0 0
0,9 0 0 1
2,3,10,11 0 1 0
4,5,12,13 1 0 0
6,15 1 1 0
7,14 1 1 1
(e) Tg
minterm x1 x4
0,2,4,6 0 0
1,3,5,7 0 1
8,10,12,14 1 0
9,11,13,15 1 1
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(g) Twf
minterm x1 x4 W x2 x3 F
0 0 0 1 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0 1 0
9 1 1 1 0 0 1
11 1 1 1 0 1 0
4 0 0 1 1 0 0
6 0 0 1 1 1 0
13 1 1 1 1 0 0
15 1 1 1 1 1 0
1 0 1 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 0 0 1 0
8 1 0 0 0 0 0
10 1 0 0 0 1 0
5 0 1 0 1 0 0
7 0 1 0 1 1 1
12 1 0 0 1 0 0
14 1 0 0 1 1 1
(h) Twh
minterm x2 x3 W F
1,8 0 0 0 0
0,9 0 0 1 1
3,10 0 1 0 0
2,11 0 1 1 0
5,12 1 0 0 0
4,13 1 0 1 0
7,14 1 1 0 1
6,15 1 1 1 0
(i) Twg
minterm x1 x4 W
0,2,4,6 0 0 1
1,3,5,7 0 1 0
8,10,12,14 1 0 0
9,11,13,15 1 1 1
(j) G(πW Y × πW ZF , R)
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Fig. 1. An example of logic circuit decomposition.
Example 1 As shown in Fig.1(a) and (b), the switching function f on the set
of variables X, F = f(X), is decomposed into two functions W = g(Y ) and
F = h(W,Z), where Y and Z, called bound set and free set in [1], respectively,
are subsets of X such that Y ∪ Z = X.
The truth table Tf of the switching function f(X) on the set of input variables
X = {x1, x2, x3, x4} is shown in Fig.1(c), in which the bridge variable W
in the decomposed function shown in Fig.1(b) does not exist and its values
are unknown. The Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition can be considered as a
procedure to determine the values of this unknown bridge variable W for given
bound set Y = {x1, x4} and free set Z = {x2, x3}.
The logic circuit shown in the schematic diagram Fig.1(b) will break down
into two components if the link representing the bridge variable W is removed.
The truth tables Th and Tg indicating the states of those two components are
given in Fig.1(d) and (e), which are projections of the truth table Tf on the
domains x2x3F and x1x4, respectively. The minterms in the same row of Th
or Tg possess the same value in their corresponding domains.
Inspecting the three truth tables Tf , Th and Tg, it is easy to realize that each
minterm in Tf is the intersection of a set of minterms corresponding to a row
in Th and a set of minterms in Tg. This relationship is expressed explicitly by
the bipartite graph depicted in Fig.1(f), in which each node represents a set of
minterns of Th and Tg, and each edge indicates a minterm of Tf .
The key to decompose the logic circuit lies on the determination of the values
of the bridge variable W for each minterm. In this example, assigning the
value of W , determined by the Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition procedure, to
each minterm in the truth table Tf , we obtain the the truth table Twf of the
decomposed circuit f . It follows that the truth tables of component circuits
h and g, given in Fig.1(h) and (i), are projections of Twf on x2x3WF and
x1x4W , respectively.
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In Section 3, we will show that the bipartite graph in Fig.1(j) actually rep-
resents a multi-valued dependency (MVD) that ensures the lossless decom-
position of the truth table Twf . Comparing the two bipartite graphs given in
Fig.1(f) and (j), we observe that the nodes of the bipartite graph in Fig.1(j)
are subsets of those nodes in the bipartite graph displayed in Fig.1(f), and this
“node splitting” is completely determined by the values of W . That is, all the
minterms in each connected component of the bipartite graph in Fig.1(j) have
the same W value.
Owing to the one-to-one correspondence, illustrated in the proceeding exam-
ple, between the values of bridge variable W and the connected components
of the bipartite graph, the proposed decomposition algorithm will synthesize
the bipartite graph of the decomposed circuit based on conditions of FDs
and MVDs first, and then values of the bridge variable W can be determined
immediately.
In the next section, we provide the basic notions on relational data model and
properties of FDs and MVDs to facilitate information that are necessary for
synthesizing the disjoint decomposition algorithm detailed in section 4. Sub-
sequently, we show that this procedure can be further generalized to multiple
decomposition, non-disjoint decomposition, incomplete specified function and
multi-valued logic circuit in a straightforward manner.
3 Relational Model of Logic Circuits
Originally, the relational model was developed for databases [20], the organiza-
tion of data into collection of tables. Consider the truth table of logic circuit as
a relation and take account of structure issues arising in relational databases,
it is natural to explore functional decomposition of logic circuits on the ba-
sis of functional dependency (FD) and multi-valued dependency (MVD) [21],
which are vital concepts to study the information-lossless decomposition of
relational tables.
3.1 Relational model
In relational model, a relation is a two-dimensional table, each row in the
table is called a tuple, and the columns of the table are given names, called
attributes. As an example, the truth table shown in Fig.1(c) is a relation R[Ω]
with the set of attributes Ω = {x1, x2, x3, x4, F}, and each minterm is a tuple
of R[Ω]. Throughout the discussions in the sequel, we will use the term tuple
to indicate minterm, and only show the indices of those tuples in all figures.
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Let X , Y , and Z be the sets of attributes, and X, Y, Z ⊆ Ω. We sometime use
the abbreviate notation XY to represent X ∪ Y . Let t[X ] be the tuple that
extracts its component in attributes X . The projection of R on X is defined
as follows:
R[X ] = {t[X ]|t ∈ R}.
For instance, truth tables Tg and Th given in Fig.1(d) and Fig.1(e), respec-
tively, are projections of the truth table Tf in Fig.1(c) on x2x3F and x1x4,
respectively.
Similarly, the conditional projection of R on X by a Y -value y is defined as
follows:
Ry[X ] = {t[X ]|t ∈ R and t[Y ] = (y)}.
For example, consider the truth table Twf in Fig.1(g) as a relationR[x1x4Wx2x3F ],
the conditional projection RW=1[x1x4] = {t0, t2, t9, t11, t4, t6, t13, t15} is the set
of tuples whose W -value are all equal to 1.
The join operation is the generalization of Cartesian product to combine two
relations with common attributes. Suppose that X , Y and Z are disjoint sets
of attributes and S[XY ] and T [XZ] be two relations. The join of S and T ,
denoted by R[XY Z], is defined as follows [21, 25]:
R[XY Z] =S[XY ] ⊲⊳ T [XZ]
= {(x, y, z)|(x, y) ∈ S and (x, z) ∈ T}
= {Sx[Y ]× Tx[Z]× (x)|(x) ∈ S[X ] ∩ T [X ]}
The relation S[XY ] ⊲⊳ T [XZ] is formed by taking each tuple s = (x, y) from
S and each tuple t = (x, z) from T and combining them on the condition of
their X-values, a tuple r = (x, y, z) will be formed for R if the components of
s and t for attributes X are equal.
3.2 Partitions and Bipartite Graphs
The relational approach to the decomposition of a switching function lies
on the properties of partitions, which contain groups of equivalence classes of
tuples. We portray the interrelationship of two partitions by a bipartite graphs,
and show that both FD and MVD can be characterized by bipartite graphs
possessing specific topological properties. Our algorithm is a procedure to
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construct those bipartite graphs of interest to satisfy functional requirements
of decomposition.
A partition on a finite nonempty set S is a family π = {B1;B2; · · · ;Bn} of
subsets, called blocks, with the following properties [26]:
(1) Bi ∩ Bj = φ if i 6= j,
(2) B1 ∪ B2 ∪ · · · ∪ Bn = S.
For a, b ∈ S, we write aπb to indicate that a and b are in the same block of π.
The set of all partitions on S is a partial ordered set (poset) with the following
partial ordering:
π1 ≤ π2
if ∀Pi ∈ π1 there exists a Qj ∈ π2 such that Pi ⊆ Qj .
Definition 1 A partition πX on the set of tuples in relation R[Ω] associated
with a subset X ⊆ Ω of attributes is defined as follows [25]:
θ : X → πX = {t1πXt2 | t1[X ] = t2[X ]}
As an example, consider the truth table given in Fig.1(c), the partition πx1x4
on the tuples of R[x1x2x3x4F ] contains 4 blocks, and tuples in the same block
of πx1x4 should have the same x1x4-value. It is convenient sometime that each
block of partition πY is indexed by its Y -value. For instance, blocks of partition
πx1x4 = {P00;P01;P10;P11} are indexed by values of x1x4, and every tuple in
the block P00 = {t0, t2, t4, t6} possesses the same value x1x4 = 00.
Definition 2 The interrelationship between two partitions π1 and π2 on S
can be described by a bipartite graph G(π1 × π2, S) defined below:
(1) blocks of π1 and π2 are nodes of G;
(2) for each s ∈ S, there is an edge between Pi ∈ π1 and Qj ∈ π2 if s ∈ Pi ∩Qj.
From the above definition, the following properties of the greatest lower bound
and the lowest upper bound associated with two partitions π1 and π2 generally
hold in the bipartite graph G(π1 × π2, S):
(1) Meet (greatest lower bound): aπ1 ∧ π2b if and only if aπ1b and aπ2b. The
block Pi ∩Qj of π1 ∧ π2 contains all edges between Pi and Qj;
(2) Join (lowest upper bound): aπ1 ∨ π2b if and only if there exists a sequence
c1, c2, · · · , cn ∈ S, such that aπ1c1π2c2π1 · · ·π1cnπ2b. Each block of π1 ∨ π2
contains all edges of a connected component of the bipartite graph G.
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R[NCS]
Name Class Subject
1 John A English
2 John A Maths
3 Mary A Maths
4 Mary A History
5 Smith B History
6 Smith B English
7 James B English
8 James B Maths
9 James B History
10 Rose B History
11 Jones C Maths
12 Jones C English
(a)
piN piC

 
	




fffiflffi !"
#$%&'
()*+,
(b)
Fig. 2. The functional dependency FD: N → C on R[NCS].
There are two classes of bipartite graphs of special interest due to their specific
topological properties in connection with FDs and MVDs of a relation. The
first one defined below is related to FDs.
Example 2 A fork representing the interrelationships between two partitions
of the course arrangement table R[NCS] is given in Fig.2(b).
The MVDs are related to the following class of bipartite graph.
Definition 3 A bipartite graph G(π1 × π2, S) is uniform if there is one and
only one edge between any two blocks Pi ∈ π1 and Qj ∈ π2 of a connected
component of G.
That is, each connected component of a unform bipartite graph G is a com-
plete bipartite subgraph [27]. As an example, the graph G(πWY × πWZF , R)
depicted in Fig.1(j) is a uniform bipartite graph, in which each edge represents
a tuple (minterm) in R. This uniform bipartite graph consists of two complete
bipartite subgraphs K2,4.
Definition 4 Two graphs G1 = (V1, E1) and G2 = (V2, E2) are isomorphic if
there is a one-to-one and onto mapping φ : V1 → V2, such that for any two
vertices a, b ∈ V1, there is an edge ab in G1 if and only if there is an edge
φ(a)φ(b) in G2. The mapping φ is called an isomorphism.
3.3 Functional Dependency
A functional dependency is a constraint between two sets of attributes in a
relation R[Ω]. A set of attributes X is said to functionally determine another
set of attributes Y , written FD: X → Y , if and only if each X value is
associated with at most one Y value.
Definition 5 The relation R[Ω] has the functional dependency FD: X → Y ,
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1,8
3,10
0,9
2,11
4,13
6,15
5,12
7,14
0,9,7,14
1,2,3,4,5,6,
8,11,10,13,12,15
2 3Wx x
pi Fpi
(a) G(piWx2x3 × piF , R)
1,3,5,7
8,10,12,14
0,2,4,6
9,11,13,15
0,2,3,6,
9,11,13,15
1,3,5,7,
8,10,12,14
1 4x x
pi Wpi
(b) G(pix1x4 × piW , R)
Fig. 3. FD: Wx2x3 → F and FD: x1x4 →W of Twh and Twg in Fig.1.
if t1[X ] = t2[X ] implies t1[Y ] = t2[Y ] ∀t1, t2 ∈ R, where X, Y ⊆ Ω.
Example 3 In the course arrangement table R[NCS] shown in Fig.2(a), we
observe that the attribute N (Name) determines the attribute C (Class). For
example, John is always in class A no matter which subject he took. In other
words, the class number is fixed for each student. By definition, there is an FD:
N → C in the table R[NCS]. This interrelationship is described by the fork
G(πN×πC , R) depicted in Fig.2(b). In general, the functional dependency FD:
X → Y implies πX ≤ πY , or πXY = πX . That is, the partition πX associated
with attributes X is a refinement of the partition πY . It follows immediately
that the following lemma should hold.
Lemma 1 The relation R[Ω] has the functional dependency FD: X → Y , if
and only if the bipartite graph G(πX × πY , R) is a fork, and blocks of πY are
roots of trees in G.
The concept of functional dependency in a relation is closely related to the
function in a truth table. For example, the two forks in Fig.3(a) and (b)
represent functional dependencies FD: Wx2x3 → F and FD: x1x4 → W ,
respectively, in the truth table Twf given in Fig.1(g).
3.4 Multi-valued Dependency
The multi-valued dependency (MVD) is the necessary and sufficient condition
for lossless decomposition of a relation R[Ω] into two smaller relations. Given
two disjoint attribute sets X and Y , there is an MVD from X to Y if and
only if R[Ω] is the join of R[XY ] and R[XZ], where Z = Ω−XY .
Definition 6 A relation R[Ω] satisfies the MVD: X →→ Y if, for any t1, t2 ∈
R with t1[X ] = t2[X ], there is a t3 ∈ R with t3[X ] = t1[X ], t3[Y ] = t1[Y ], and
9
(a) R[FDP ]
R[FDP ]
F light Depart P ilot
1 106 Mon. 747
2 106 Thur. 747
3 106 Mon. 1011
4 106 Thur. 1011
5 204 Wed. 737
6 204 Fri. 737
7 204 Wed. 767
8 204 Fri. 767
(b) Information-lossless decomposition
R[FDP ] = R[FD]
F light Depart
1 106 Mon.
2 106 Thur.
5 204 Wed.
6 204 Fri.
⊲⊳ R[FP ]
F light P ilot
3 106 747
4 106 1011
7 204 737
8 204 767
(c) Redundancy is generated by Cartesian product
RF=106[DP ]
Depart P ilot
1 Mon. 747
2 Thur. 747
3 Mon. 1011
4 Thur. 1011
= RF=106[D]
Depart
1,3 Mon.
2,4 Thur.
× RF=106[P ]
P ilot
1,2 747
3,4 1011
RF=204[DP ]
Depart P ilot
5 Wed. 737
6 Fri. 737
7 Wed. 767
8 Fri. 767
= RF=204[D]
Depart
5,7 Wed.
6,8 Fri.
× RF=204[P ]
P ilot
5,6 737
7,8 767
Fig. 4. Multi-valued dependency MVD: F →→ D.
t3[Z] = t2[Z]. [21]
Example 4 We elaborate the above definition on multi-valued dependency
by the MVD: F →→ D in the airline information table given in Fig.4(a).
Specifically, we will demonstrate the equivalence between the MVD: F →→ D
and the following information-lossless decomposition
R[FDP ] = R[FD] ⊲⊳ R[FP ]. (1)
The MVD: F →→ D in relation R[FDP ] guarantees that following equalities
hold
RF=106[PD] = RF=106[P ]×RF=106[D],
and
RF=204[PD] = RF=204[P ]×RF=204[D]. (2)
A similar expression of the original relation R[FDP ] in terms of conditional
projections is given by
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R[FDP ] = (106)×RF=106[PD] ∪ (204)× RF=204[PD]. (3)
Substitute (2) into (3), we have
R[FDP ] = (106)×RF=106[P ]×RF=106[D]
∪(204)× RF=204[P ]× RF=204[D]. (4)
Recall that R[FD] and R[FP ] are projections of relation R[FDP ] on attribute
sets FD and FP , respectively, and they can be expressed by the union of
conditional projections as follows
R[FD] = (106)× RF=106[D] ∪ (204)×RF=204[D],
and
R[FP ] = (106)× RF=106[P ] ∪ (204)× RF=204[P ]. (5)
According to the definition of join, we know from (5) that
R[FP ] ⊲⊳ R[FD] = (106)× RF=106[P ]× RF=106[D]
∪(204)× RF=204[P ]× RF=204[D].
(6)
The equality (1) can now be established by comparing (4) and (6), in which
the Cartesian product (F = f)× RF [P ]× RF [D] for each given value F = f
can be explicitly displayed by a complete bipartite graph. For example, the two
connected components of G(πFD × πFP , R), depicted in Fig.5, correspond to
Cartesian products of RF=106[PD] and RF=204[PD], respectively.
The relationship between MVD and uniform bipartite graph observed from the
above example on airline information table R[FDP ] is summarized in the
following lemma.
Lemma 2 A relation R[XY Z] has an multi-valued dependency MVD: X →→
Y , if and only if G(πXY ×πXZ , R) is a uniform bipartite graph, in which each
connected component of G corresponds to an X value and vise versa.
Proof 1 From the definition of multi-valued dependency, the MVD: X →→
Y in relation R[XY Z] is equivalent to the following identity
Rx[Y Z] = Rx[Y ]×Rx[Z], (7)
for each value X = x. Perform union of (7) over all X values, it follows
immediately that
11
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P106,Thur.
Q106,747
Q106,1011
P204,wed.
P204,Fri. Q204,767
Q204,737
-. /
01 2
34 5
67 8
9: ;
<= >
?@ A
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FDpi FPpi
Fig. 5. The uniform bipartite graph G(piFD × piFP , R) of the MVD: F →→ D in
R[FDP ] shown in the Fig.4.
R[XY Z] = {(x)×Rx[Y ]× Rx[Z]|(x) ∈ R[X ]} (8)
=R[XY ] ⊲⊳ R[XZ]. (9)
Each Cartesian product appeared in (8) is a complete bipartite graph for any
given value X = x, it is clear that the above expression represents the uniform
bipartite graph G(πXY ×πXZ , R), and the assertion of the lemma is established.
Return to the running example of Ashenhurst-Curtis decomposition discussed
in section 2, the fact that G(πWY × πWZF , R) given in Fig.1(j) is a uniform
bipartite graph implies that the truth table Twf has MVD:W →→ x1x4 which
ensures the lossless decomposition of Twf into Twg and Twh according to the
above lemma.
4 Disjoint Decomposition
Recall that a logic circuit is a function f from an input setX = {x1, x2, · · · , xn}
to an output F . Given the bound set Y and the free set Z such that Y ∪Z = X
and Y ∩ Z = φ, the disjoint decomposition of f into two functions W = g(Y )
and F = h(W,Z) aims at finding the partition πW of a set of bridge variables
W such that the truth table R[WXF ] = R[WY ZF ] satisfies the following:
(1) FD: Y → W .
(2) FD: WZ → F .
(3) MVD: W →→ Y , or equivalently, R[WY ZF ] = R[WY ] ⊲⊳ R[WZF ].
If πW has k blocks, then it requires ⌈log2 k⌉ bits to encode blocks of πW ,
in which case |W | = ⌈log2 k⌉. It is clear that a decomposition is nontrivial
only when ⌈log2 k⌉ < |Y |. The procedure of computing the partition πW is
described in the sequel, and we also prove that the proposed decomposition
algorithm is information-lossless.
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4.1 Disjoint Decomposition Algorithm
The proposed disjoint functional decomposition algorithm (FDA) is based on
a decomposition chart, denoted by MZY , which is constructed from the truth
table R[Y ZF ] as follows:
(1) The columns, called bound domain, of MZY are named by blocks Py ∈ πY
(y is the Y -value of block Py), the partition induced by Y .
(2) The rows, called free domain, of chart MZY are named by blocks Qz (z is
the Z-value of block Pz), the partition induced by Z.
(3) Since πY ∧πZ = 0, the intersection of Qz and Py contains a single tuple t of
the truth table R[Y ZF ]. For t ∈ Py ∩Qz, the entry (Qz, Py) is the F -value
of t in the truth table.
Definition 7 In the chartMZY , we say two columns Pi and Pj are equivalent,
if two tuples associated with (Qz, Pi) and (Qz, Pj) have the same F -value for
all z in the free domain. A set of columns is called an equivalent column set,
if columns in the set are all equivalent.
Based on chart MZY , the truth table R[Y ZF ] is decomposed by the following
procedure:
Disjoint Decomposition Algorithm (FDA-α)
S1. (Initialization) Establish the chart MZY from the truth table R[Y ZF ].
S2. Exhaustively merge equivalent columns to form a single column, until there
are no equivalent columns.
S3. The columns of the final chart, denoted MZW , are blocks of πW .
Notice that the merge of two equivalent columns Pi and Pk to form column Pi∨j
in S2 ensures that all tuples in the entry Qz∩Pi∨j = (Qz∩Pi)∪(Qz ∩Pj) have
the same F -value. That is, S2 eliminates all duplicated columns, redundancies,
of the chart MZY , and the final chart MZW contains the same information of
the truth table R[Y ZF ] as the original chart.
The above procedure will be elaborated by the running example of Ashenhurst-
Curtis decomposition given in Section 2. There are two equivalent column sets
{P00, P11} and {P01, P10} in the decomposition chart MZY constructed from
the truth table given in Fig.6(a). The final chart MZW , displayed in Fig.6(b),
is obtained by merging equivalent columns inMZY . Blocks of partition πW are
columns P00∨11 and P01∨10 of the final chart MZW , i.e., πW = {P00∨11, P01∨10}.
Assigning W values “W = 1” and “W = 0” to tuples in P00∨11 and P01∨10,
respectively, we finally obtain the truth table Twf , displayed in Fig.1(g), with
the bridge variable W being introduced. The projection of Twf on the set of
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(a) MZY
πY
P00 P01 P10 P11
Q00 1 0 0 1
Q01 0 0 0 0
πZ Q10 0 0 0 0
Q11 0 1 1 0
(b) MZW
πW
P00∨11 P01∨10
Q00 1 0
Q01 0 0
πZ Q10 0 0
Q11 0 1
(c) Construction of G(πY × πW , R)
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(d) Construction of G(πW Z × πF , R) from G(πY Z × πF , R)
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(Q11, P00∨  11)
(Q00, P01∨  10)
(Q01, P01∨  10)
(Q10, P01∨  10)
(Q11, P01∨  10)
(e) Construction of G(πW Y × πW ZF , R) from G(πY × πY Z , R)
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(Q00,P00)
(Q01,P00)
(Q10,P00)
(Q11,P00)
(Q00,P01)
(Q01,P01)
(Q10,P01)
(Q11,P01)
(Q00,P11)
(Q01,P11)
(Q10,P11)
(Q11,P11)
(Q00,P10)
(Q01,P10)
(Q10,P10)
(Q11,P10)
(Q00, P00∨  11)
A1 = P1 ∪ P4
A2 = P2 ∪ P3
piY
Note: G(piW Y × piW ZF,R) = G(piY × piW Z,R)
        since the FD: Y → W and FD: WZ → FpiY Z
piY piW Z
(Q01, P00∨  11)
(Q10, P00∨  11)
(Q11, P00∨  11)
(Q00, P01∨  10)
(Q01, P01∨  10)
(Q10, P01∨  10)
(Q11, P01∨  10)
πZ = {0, 1, 8, 9; 2, 3, 10, 11; 4, 5, 12, 13; 6, 7, 14, 15} = {Q00;Q01;Q10;Q11}
πY = {0, 2, 4, 6; 1, 3, 5, 7; 8, 10, 12, 14; 9, 11, 13, 15} = {P00;P01;P10;P11}
Fig. 6. Decomposition chart MZY and final chart MZW of example 1.
variables {x2, x3,W, F}, shown in Fig.1(h), is the truth table of the function
F = h(W,Z) = h(W,x2, x3) =Wx2x3 +Wx2x3.
Similarly, the projection of Twf on the set of variables {x1, x4,W}, shown in
Fig.1(i), is the truth table of the function
W = g(Y ) = g(x1, x4) = x1x4 + x1x4.
This decomposition is nontrivial, because blocks of πW can be encoded by 1
bit, less than |Y | = 2.
4.2 Information-lossless Property of Disjoint Decomposition
We will prove that the proposed FDA-α is essentially a procedure to construct
the uniform bipartite graph associated with the MVD: W →→ Y , which
ensures the information-lossless decomposition of the underlying logic circuit.
Theorem 1 The set of bridge variables W obtained by FDA-α satisfies the
following properties:
(1) FD: Y →W .
(2) FD: WZ → F .
(3) MVD: W →→ Y .
(4) For any W ∗ that satisfies the properties (1)–(3), we have πW ∗ ≤ πW .
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Proof 2 Without loss of generality, we use the Ashenhurst-Curtis decompo-
sition example given in Section 2 to prove this theorem.
(1) FD: Y → W . Because each block of πW is the union of several blocks of
πY , it is obvious that πY ≤ πW , which is equivalent to the FD: Y → W , as
illustrated by the fork G(πY × πW , R) in Fig.6(c).
(2) FD: WZ → F . The fork G(πY Z×πF , R), shown in the left end of Fig.6(d),
represents the functional dependency FD: Y Z → F in the truth table R[Y ZF ].
In S2 of FDA-α, blocks (equivalent columns) of πY are merged to form blocks
of πW . As a result, the fork G(πY Z ×πF , R) becomes the fork G(πWZ ×πF , R)
shown on the right end of Fig.6(d). According to lemma 1, this fork G(πWZ ×
πF , R) represents the FD: WZ → F . For instance, consider the two tuples
t0, t9 ∈ (Q00, P00∨11) = (Q00, P00) ∪ (Q00, P11), we have
t0πWZt9.
Given that the two columns P00 and P11 are equivalent, it follows that
t0πF t9,
specifically, t0[F ] = t9[F ] = 1. Note that this fork G(πWZ×πF , R) also appears
in Fig.3(a) before.
(3) MVD: W →→ Y . The above functional dependencies FD: Y → W and
FD: WZ → F imply πWY = πY and πWZF = πWZ, respectively. Therefore, it
is obvious that
G(πWY × πWZF , R) = G(πY × πWZ , R).
According to lemma 2, the MVD:W →→ Y holds in R[WY ZF ] if the bipartite
graph G(πY ×πWZ , R) is uniform. Since πY Z ≤ πY , the bipartite graph G(πY ×
πY Z , R) is a fork consisting of 4 trees, as depicted in Fig.6(e). The root of each
tree corresponds to a column of the chart MZY , and each leaf is a block of πY Z
representing an entry in MZY . Thus, “equivalent” trees (columns) have same
number of leaves. In S2 of FDA-α, equivalent columns are merged to form
blocks of πW . It follows from this merge operation that corresponding leaves
of equivalent trees (columns) in G(πY × πY Z , R) are glued together to form
the bipartite graph G(πY × πWZ , R), as shown in Fig.6(e), which is uniform
simply because equivalent trees are isomorphic, i.e., topologically identical.
(4) For any W ∗ that satisfies the properties (1)–(3), we have πW ∗ ≤ πW .
Suppose the set of bridge variables W ∗ satisfies properties (1)–(3), then the
FD: Y → W ∗ of (1) implies πY ≤ πW ∗. That is, each block of partition πW ∗ is
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a set union (merge) of several blocks of the partition πY . We claim that each
of these blocks of πW ∗ must be the merge of equivalent columns of the chart
MZY . This assertion will be proved by a contradiction below.
Assume that the block Pi∨j of πW ∗ is the merge of two columns Pi and Pj which
are not equivalent, then there exists a row Qz such that two tuples in (Qz, Pi)
and (Qz, Pj) possess different F -values in the chart MZY . It follows that these
two tuples appearing in (Qz, Pi∨j) = (Qz, Pi) ∪ (Qz, Pj) will connect to two
different roots in the bipartite graph G(πW ∗Z×πF , R), which can no longer be a
fork, and violate FD:W ∗Z → F , the property (2) ofW ∗. Thus, the assumption
will lead to a contradiction because the property (3) of W ∗ can not be held
either. An example of this F -value conflict is shown in Fig.6(d), in which the
bipartite graph G(πWZ×πF ) would not be a fork if P00 and P01 in G(πY Z×πF )
are merged together, because the two tuples t6, t7 ∈ (Q11, P00) ∪ (Q11, P01),
possessing different F -values, will be connected to two different roots on the
right end.
Because the set of bridge variables W is obtained by the exhaustive merge of
all equivalent columns in S2 of FDA-α, there should be no more equivalent
columns left in the final chart MZW . Thus, for any W
∗ that satisfies the prop-
erties (1)–(3), we have πW ∗ ≤ πW .
5 Multiple Decomposition
It is common in practical application that a complex logic circuit may have
to be decomposed into several smaller circuits, called multiple decomposi-
tion. Given a set of pairwise mutually disjoint subsets Y1 ∪ Y2 · · · ∪ YK ∪
Z = X , the multiple decomposition of f into a series of functions W1 =
g1(Y1),W2 = g2(Y2), · · · ,WK = gK(YK), and F = h(W1,W2, · · · ,WK , Z) is to
introduce K sets of bridge variablesW1,W2, · · · ,WK such that the truth table
R[W1W2 · · ·WKXF ] = R[W1W2 · · ·WKY1Y2 · · ·YKZF ] satisfies the following
properties:
(1) FDs: Y1 →W1, Y2 →W2, · · · , YK → WK .
(2) FD: W1W2 · · ·WKZ → F .
(3) MVD: W1 →→ Y1,W2 →→ Y2, · · · ,WK →→ YK.
Example 5 Similar to the FDA-α of simple disjoint decomposition, the pro-
cedure of multiple decomposition is illustrated by the example shown in Fig.7.
Let Y1 = {x1, x4, x5} and Y2 = {x2, x3} be free sets in turn, and establish
charts MY2Y1 and MY1Y2 according to the given truth table. Apply the FDA-α
to both charts, we obtain bridge variables W1 and W2, respectively. Based on
theorem 1, it is easy to show that the multiple decomposition is also lossless.
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(a) Truth Table
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 F
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 0
3 0 0 0 1 1 1
4 0 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 0 1 1
6 0 0 1 1 0 1
7 0 0 1 1 1 0
8 0 1 0 0 0 1
9 0 1 0 0 1 0
10 0 1 0 1 0 0
11 0 1 0 1 1 1
12 0 1 1 0 0 1
13 0 1 1 0 1 0
14 0 1 1 1 0 0
15 0 1 1 1 1 1
16 1 0 0 0 0 1
17 1 0 0 0 1 0
18 1 0 0 1 0 0
19 1 0 0 1 1 0
20 1 0 1 0 0 0
21 1 0 1 0 1 1
22 1 0 1 1 0 1
23 1 0 1 1 1 1
24 1 1 0 0 0 1
25 1 1 0 0 1 0
26 1 1 0 1 0 0
27 1 1 0 1 1 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 1
29 1 1 1 0 1 0
30 1 1 1 1 0 0
31 1 1 1 1 1 0
(b) From MY2Y1 to MY2W1
piY1
P000 P001 P010 P011 P100 P101 P110 P111
Q00 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Q01 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1
piY2 Q10 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
Q11 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
piW1
P000∨011∨100 P001∨010∨101∨110∨111
Q1 1 0
Q2 0 1
piY2 Q3 1 0
Q4 1 0
(c) From MY1Y2 to MY1W2 (d) Forks and Uniform Bipartite Graphs
piY2
Q00 Q01 Q10 Q11
P000 1 0 1 1
P001 0 1 0 0
P010 0 1 0 0
P011 1 0 1 1
piY1 P100 1 0 1 1
P101 0 1 0 0
P110 0 1 0 0
P111 0 1 0 0
piW2
Q00∨10∨11 Q01
P000 1 0
P001 0 1
P010 0 1
P011 1 0
piY1 P100 1 0
P101 0 1
P110 0 1
P111 0 1
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F=1
F=0
(P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111,
Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P000∨  011∨  100, Q01)
(P000∨  011∨  100, Q00∨  10∨  11)
P000
P010
P011
P100
P101
P001
P110
P111
(Q00, P000∨  011∨  100)
(Q01, P000∨  011∨  100)
(Q10, P000∨  011∨  100)
(Q11, P000∨  011∨  100)
Q00
Q01
Q10
Q11
(P000, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P001, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P010, Q00∨  10∨  11 )
(P011, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P100, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P101, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P110, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(P111, Q00∨  10∨  11)
(Q00, P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111)
(Q01, P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111)
(Q10, P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111)
(Q11, P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111)
(P000, Q01)
(P001, Q01)
(P010, Q01)
(P011, Q01)
(P100, Q01)
(P101, Q01)
(P110, Q01)
(P111, Q01)
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(P001∨  010∨  101∨  110∨  111,
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1 2W Y F
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2 2W Y
pi
2 1W Y F
pi
1 2WW
pi
Fpi
Fig. 7. Multiple decomposition with Y1 = {x1, x4, x5} and Y2 = {x2, x3}.
Furthermore, the uniform bipartite graphs G(πW1Y1×πW1Y2F , R) and G(πW2Y2×
πW2Y1F , R) exhibit the MVD: W1 →→ Y1 and MVD: W2 →→ Y2, respectively,
while the fork G(πW1W2 × πF , R) represents the FD: W1W2 → F . Assigning
“W1 = 1” and “W1 = 0” to tuples in P000∨011∨100 and P001∨010∨101∨110∨111,
blocks of partition πW1, yields
W1 = g1(x1, x4, x5) = x1x4x5 + x4x5.
Similarly, assigning “W2 = 1” and “W2 = 0” to tuples in Q00∨10∨11 and Q01,
blocks of partition πW2, gives
W2 = g2(x2, x3) = x2 + x3.
The truth table of the function F = h(W1,W2) is essentially a chart MW1W2
that can be obtained by either merge equivalent rows of chart MY2W1, or merge
equivalent rows of chart MY1W2. With respect to the previous assignments of
W1 and W2 values, the function F = h(W1,W2) is given below
F = h(W1,W2) =W 1W 2 +W1W2.
The schematic diagram of the decomposed function F = f(X), consisting of
F = h(W1,W2), W1 = g1(Y1) and W2 = g2(Y2), is shown in Fig.8.
The multiple decomposition procedure is listed as follows:
Multiple Decomposition Algorithm (FDA-β)
S1. (Initialization) Set k = 1, and let Zk = X − Yk.
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Fig. 8. Decompose F = f(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) into F = h(g1, g2), W1 = g1(x1, x4, x5),
and W2 = g2(x2, x3).
S2. Establish chart MZkYk from the given truth table, where Yk is the bound set
and Zk is the free set.
S3. Exhaustively merge equivalent columns in the chart MZkYk to determine
partition πWk .
S4. k = k + 1. If k ≤ K, go to S2; otherwise, terminate the algorithm.
6 Non-disjoint Decomposition
An extension of FDA-α to the non-disjoint decomposition is described in this
section. The non-disjoint decomposition is different from the disjoint decom-
position in that the intersection of the bound set Y and the free set Z is
nonempty, i.e., Y ∩ Z = C where C 6= φ. The procedure of the non-disjoint
decomposition of a function f is illustrated by the following example.
6.1 Non-disjoint decomposition Algorithm
Example 6 Consider the truth table of a logic circuit given in Fig.9(a), and
let the bound set be Y = {x2, x4, x5} and the free set be Z = {x1, x2, x3}.
Condition on Y ∩ Z = {x2}, the conditional projections of the the truth table
R[Y ZF ] are defined as follows
Rx2=0[x1x3x4x5F ] = Rx2=0[(Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ]
and
Rx2=1[x1x3x4x5F ] = Rx2=1[(Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ]
with truth tables given in Fig.9(b) and (c), respectively. The non-disjoint de-
composition of R[Y ZF ] is then reduced to disjoint decompositions of Rx2=0[(Y−
x2)(Z − x2)F ] and Rx2=1[(Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ], that can be conducted by the
FDA-α independently.
The difference between the decomposition chart MZY and the counterpart in
the disjoint decomposition is that the chart MZY of non-disjoint decomposition
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(a) Truth Table
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 F
0 0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 0 1 0 1
3 0 0 0 1 1 1
4 0 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 0 1 0
6 0 0 1 1 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 1 0
8 0 1 0 0 0 0
9 0 1 0 0 1 0
10 0 1 0 1 0 1
11 0 1 0 1 1 1
12 0 1 1 0 0 0
13 0 1 1 0 1 0
14 0 1 1 1 0 0
15 0 1 1 1 1 0
16 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 1 1
18 1 0 0 1 0 0
19 1 0 0 1 1 0
20 1 0 1 0 0 1
21 1 0 1 0 1 1
22 1 0 1 1 0 1
23 1 0 1 1 1 1
24 1 1 0 0 0 1
25 1 1 0 0 1 1
26 1 1 0 1 0 0
27 1 1 0 1 1 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 1
29 1 1 1 0 1 1
30 1 1 1 1 0 1
31 1 1 1 1 1 1
(b) Rx2=0[x1x3x4x5F ]
x1 x3 x4 x5 F
0 0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0 0 1 0
2 0 0 1 0 1
3 0 0 1 1 1
4 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 1 0 1 0
6 0 1 1 0 0
7 0 1 1 1 0
16 1 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 1 1
18 1 0 1 0 0
19 1 0 1 1 0
20 1 1 0 0 1
21 1 1 0 1 1
22 1 1 1 0 1
23 1 1 1 1 1
(c) Rx2=1[x1x3x4x5F ]
x1 x3 x4 x5 F
8 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 0 1 0
10 0 0 1 0 1
11 0 0 1 1 1
12 0 1 0 0 0
13 0 1 0 1 0
14 0 1 1 0 0
15 0 1 1 1 0
24 1 0 0 0 1
25 1 0 0 1 1
26 1 0 1 0 0
27 1 0 1 1 0
28 1 1 0 0 1
29 1 1 0 1 1
30 1 1 1 0 1
31 1 1 1 1 1
(d) MZY
πY
D0 (t[x2] = 0) D1 (t[x2] = 1)
P000 P001 P010 P011 P100 P101 P110 P111
Q000 1 0 1 1 φ φ φ φ
Q001 0 0 0 0 φ φ φ φ
D0 Q100 0 1 0 0 φ φ φ φ
Q101 1 1 1 1 φ φ φ φ
πZ Q010 φ φ φ φ 0 0 1 1
Q011 φ φ φ φ 0 0 0 0
D1 Q110 φ φ φ φ 1 1 0 0
Q111 φ φ φ φ 1 1 1 1
(e) MZV
πV
D0 D1
P000∨010∨011 P001 P100∨101 P110∨111
Q000 1 0 φ φ
Q001 0 0 φ φ
D0 Q100 0 1 φ φ
Q101 1 1 φ φ
πZ Q010 φ φ 0 1
Q011 φ φ 0 0
D1 Q110 φ φ 1 0
Q111 φ φ 1 1
(f) MZW and MZW ′
πW πW ′
P000∨010∨011∨110∨111 P001∨100∨101 P000∨010∨011∨100∨101 P001∨110∨111
Q000 1 0 1 0
Q001 0 0 0 0
D0 Q100 0 1 0 1
Q101 1 1 1 1
πZ Q010 1 0 0 1
Q011 0 0 0 0
D1 Q110 0 1 1 0
Q111 1 1 1 1
Fig. 9. Non-disjoint decomposition with Y = {x2, x4, x5} and Z = {x1, x2, x3}.
contains null entries, e.g., the entry P000 ∩Q010 = φ in Fig.9(d) is empty. In
chart MZY , the crosses of rows and columns belonging to different blocks of
πx2 are all null entries. Gathering the rows and the columns in the same block
of πx2 together, the chart MZY in Fig.9(d) can be organized in diagonal form,
which consists of |πx2 | = 2 sub-charts in the diagonal. They are correspond-
ing to the truth tables given in Fig.9(b) and (c), respectively. The S2 merge
operation of FDA-α can now be operated on equivalent columns in each of
these sub-charts independently to obtain an intermediate chart MZV shown in
Fig.9(e).
The sub-charts in the the diagonal of MZV are orthogonal, merge columns
of different sub-charts would not cause any F -value conflicts. It is also clear
that columns of the same sub-chart in MZV can no longer be merged, and
the number of blocks in partition πW is determined by the maximal number
columns over these sub-charts. However, there are many alternative combina-
tions, depending on the choice of the column in each sub-chart, to merge those
orthogonal sub-charts. For example, the following final charts are resulting
from two legitimate combinations of columns in the chart MZV in Fig.9(e):
Case 1: The chart MZW in Fig.9(f)
πW = {P000∨010∨011∨110∨111;P001∨100∨101}
= {P000∨010∨011 ∪ P110∨111;P001 ∪ P100∨101}
= {P000 ∪ P010 ∪ P011 ∪ P110 ∪ P111;P001 ∪ P100 ∪ P101}.
Case 2: The chart MZW ′ in Fig.9(f)
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πW ′ = {P000∨010∨011∨100∨101 ;P001∨110∨111}
= {P000∨010∨011 ∪ P100∨101;P001 ∪ P110∨111}
= {P000 ∪ P010 ∪ P011 ∪ P100 ∪ P101;P001 ∪ P110 ∪ P111}.
The following subfunctions can be obtained from the partition πW of case 1
above, with W -values “W = 0” and “W = 1” being assigned to tuples in
P000∨010∨011∨110∨111 and P001∨100∨101, respectively,
W = g(x2, x4, x5) = x2x5 + x4,
and
F = h(W,x1, x2, x3) =Wx1x3 +Wx1 + x1x3.
The procedure of non-disjoint decomposition of a switch function f , called
FDA-γ, is summarized as follows.
Non-disjoint Decomposition Algorithm (FDA-γ)
S1. (Initialization) Establish the decomposition chart MZY in diagonal form
according to partition πC .
S2. Exhaustively merge equivalent columns of each sub-chart in the diagonal of
MZY to obtain the intermediate chart MZV .
S3. Exhaustively merge columns chosen from different sub-charts, until further
merge is impossible, to obtain the final chart MZW .
S4. The number of blocks in πW should be equal to ⌈log2 λ⌉, where λ = maxk≤|piC |(Nk)
and Nk is the number of columns in the k-th sub-chart (k ≤ |πC |) of MZV .
6.2 Information-lossless Property of Non-disjoint Decomposition
The information-lossless property of non-disjoint decomposition algorithm (FDA-
γ) is detailed in the following corollary.
Corollary 1 The set of bridge variables W obtained by FDA-γ satisfies the
following properties:
(1) FD: Y →W .
(2) FD: WZ → F .
(3) MVD:WC →→ (Y−C), or equivalently, R[WY ZF ] = R[WY ] ⊲⊳ R[WZF ].
(4) For any W ∗ that satisfies the properties (1)–(3), we have |W | ≤ |W ∗|.
Proof 3 Again, without loss of generality, the proof of this corollary is estab-
lished by the elaboration of Example 6.
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Fig. 10. Procedure of constructing forks and uniform bipartite graphs for the exam-
ple shown in Fig.9.
(1) FD: Y →W . From part (1) of theorem 1, the FD: (Y −x2)→ V holds in
both truth tables Rx2=0[V (Y −x2)(Z−x2)F ] and Rx2=1[V (Y −x2)(Z−x2)F ].
Since the blocks of partition πW are set unions of the blocks of partition πV .
It is obvious that the FD: Y →W is valid in R[WY ZF ] for each value of x2.
(2) FD: WZ → F . Part (2) of theorem 1 ensures that both truth tables
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Rx2=0[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ] and Rx2=1[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ] have the FD:
V (Z − x2) → F . Thus, the FD: V Z → F should hold in R[V Y ZF ] for each
value of x2, the fork shown in the middle of Fig.10(a) represents this functional
dependency.
The FD: WZ → F holds in R[WY ZF ] simply because the two forks G(πV Z ×
πF , R) and G(πWZ × πF , R) are isomorphic. Notice that the fork G(πWZ ×
πF , R) on the right end of Fig.10(a) is identical to the middle fork representing
FD: V Z → F , except labels of their leaves. In fact, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between sets of leaves of these two forks, e.g., one of such
correspondences is given by the following identity:
(Q000, P000∨010∨011∨110∨111)
= (Q000, P000∨010∨011) ∪ (Q000, P110∨111)
= (Q000, P000∨010∨011), (10)
in which the block P000∨010∨011∨110∨111 of partition πW is the merge of columns
P000∨010∨011 and P110∨111 belonging to different sub-charts of MZV . Since sub-
charts are orthogonal to each other, the crosses of row Q000 with those columns
merged to P000∨010∨011 are all empty except one such as the entry (Q000, P000∨010∨011)
in (10). The identity (10), held for every entry in MZW , genuinely constitutes
the one-to-one mapping, the isomorphism, between these two forks.
(3) MVD: Wx2 →→ (Y −x2). The uniform bipartite graphs within the dotted
rectangles in Fig.10(b) demonstrate that the MVD: V →→ (Y − x2) holds in
both Rx2=0[V (Y −x2)(Z−x2)F ] and Rx2=1[V (Y −x2)(Z −x2)F ] according to
theorem 1, and can be expressed explicitly as follows
Rx2=0[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ] =
Rx2=0[V (Y − x2)] ⊲⊳ Rx2=0[V (Z − x2)F ], (11)
and
Rx2=1[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ] =
Rx2=1[V (Y − x2)] ⊲⊳ Rx2=1[V (Z − x2)F ]. (12)
Recall that the truth table R[V Y ZF ] can be written as the union of conditional
projections as follows
R[V Y ZF ] =R[V x2(Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ]
= (x2 = 0)×Rx2=0[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ]
∪ (x2 = 1)×Rx2=1[V (Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ].
(13)
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Substituting (11) and (12) into (13) yields the following information-lossless
decomposition equality:
R[V Y ZF ] =R[V x2(Y − x2)(Z − x2)F ]
=R[V x2(Y − x2)] ⊲⊳ R[V x2(Z − x2)F ]
=R[V Y ] ⊲⊳ R[V ZF ],
which implies that the truth table R[V Y ZF ] has the MVD: V x2 →→ (Y −
x2). Furthermore, the MVD: V x2 →→ (Y − x2) is portrayed by the uniform
bipartite graph
G(πV Y × πV ZF , R) = G(πV x2(Y−x2) × πV x2(Z−x2)F , R)
shown in Fig.10(b), which is the union of two uniform bipartite subgraphs
representing the information-lossless decompositions specified in (11) and (12).
From the same one-to-one correspondence defined by (10) for every entry in
MZW , the two uniform bipartite graphs G(πV x2(Y−x2) × πV x2(Z−x2)F , R) and
G(πWx2(Y−x2)×πWx2(Z−x2)F , R) depicted in Fig.10(b) are isomorphic. It follows
that the MVD: Wx2 →→ (Y − x2) is valid in the truth table R[WY ZF ].
(4) For any W ∗ that satisfies the properties (1)–(3), we have |W | ≤ |W ∗|. The
relation πW ∗ ≤ πW presented in part (4) of theorem 1 does not hold in FDA-γ,
because πW and πW ∗ may be incomparable as there are various combinations
to merge columns in S3. Nevertheless, the number of blocks in πW has been
minimized by the exhaustive merge operations in S2 and S3 of FDA-γ. Thus,
|W | ≤ |W ∗|.
7 Incompletely Specified Function
Often, some F -values of a function f(X) are unspecified, that is, for an X-
value, the associated F -value of the function f can be arbitrarily assigned by
a value from its range. The f : X → F is then referred to as an incompletely
specified function.
Example 7 The truth table shown in Fig.11(a) is an example of incompletely
specified function, in which a tuple with its F -value being assigned by “-” is
an unspecified tuple, called “don’t care”, whose F -value can be arbitrarily
set to either “0” or “1”. In this section, we describe the extension of FDA-
α to the decomposition of incompletely specified functions. The procedure is
elaborated by the decomposition of the truth table in Fig.11(a) for given bound
set Y = {x1, x2, x4} and free set Z = {x3, x5}.
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(a) Truth Table
x1 x2 x3 x4 x5 F
0 0 0 0 0 0 -a
1 0 0 0 0 1 -
2 0 0 0 1 0 1
3 0 0 0 1 1 0
4 0 0 1 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 0 1 -
6 0 0 1 1 0 0
7 0 0 1 1 1 1
8 0 1 0 0 0 -
9 0 1 0 0 1 -
10 0 1 0 1 0 1
11 0 1 0 1 1 0
12 0 1 1 0 0 -
13 0 1 1 0 1 -
14 0 1 1 1 0 0
15 0 1 1 1 1 -
16 1 0 0 0 0 0
17 1 0 0 0 1 1
18 1 0 0 1 0 0
19 1 0 0 1 1 1
20 1 0 1 0 0 -
21 1 0 1 0 1 0
22 1 0 1 1 0 0
23 1 0 1 1 1 -
24 1 1 0 0 0 0
25 1 1 0 0 1 -
26 1 1 0 1 0 1
27 1 1 0 1 1 0
28 1 1 1 0 0 0
29 1 1 1 0 1 0
30 1 1 1 1 0 0
31 1 1 1 1 1 1
a
“don’t care”
(b) MZY
piY
P000 P001 P010 P011 P100 P101 P110 P111
Q00 - 1 - 1 0 0 0 1
Q01 - 0 - 0 1 1 - 0
piZ Q10 0 0 - 0 - 0 0 0
Q11 - 1 - - 0 - 0 1
(c) MZW
piZ
P000∨001∨011∨111 P100∨101∨110
Q00 1 0
Q01 0 1
piZ Q10 0 0
Q11 1 0
(d) Two MCPs in the compatible
graph
P011
P100
P101
P110
P111
P001
P010
000 001 011 111
100 101 110
:W
P P P P
P P P
∪ ∪ ∪
∪ ∪
P011
P100
P101
P110
P111
P001
P010
000 100 101 110
001 011 111
:W
P P P P
P P P
′
∪ ∪ ∪
∪ ∪
(e) Forks and Uniform Bipartite Graphs
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P110
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(Q00, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q01, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q10, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q11, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q00, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q01, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q10, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q11, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q00, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q01, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q10, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q11, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q00, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q01, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q10, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q11, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q01, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q10, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q00, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q10, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q11, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q00, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q11, P000∨  001∨  011∨  111)
(Q01, P100∨  101∨  110)
(Q00, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q10, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q11, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q01, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q10, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q01, P000∨  100∨  101∨  110)
(Q00, P001∨  011∨  111)
(Q11, P001∨  011∨  111)
piF
piW Z
piW'Z
piW ZFpiW Y
piW'ZFpiW'Y
piZ = {0, 2, 8, 10, 16, 18, 24, 26; 1, 3, 9, 11, 17, 19, 25, 27; 4, 6, 12, 14, 20, 22, 28, 30;
5, 7, 13, 15, 21, 22, 23, 29, 31} = {Q00; Q01; Q10; Q11}
Fig. 11. Incompletely specified functional decomposition with Y = {x1, x2, x4} and
Z = {x3, x5}.
First, the chartMZY given in Fig.11(b) is established as before according to the
truth table. A column that contains “don’t care” entries only can be eliminated
entirely because it does not provide any useful information to function f .
For example, column P010 in the chart MZY can be discarded. Secondly, the
equivalence relation between columns of MZY will be relaxed to account for
“don’t care” entries, which give rise to a new binary relation defined as follows.
Definition 8 Two columns Pi and Pj in MZY are compatible, if (Qz, Pi) and
(Qz, Pj) have the same F -value or at least one of them is “don’t care” for all
z in the free domain. A set of columns is called a compatible column set, if
all columns in the set are pairwise compatible.
The compatible relation among columns is not transitive. For instance, in the
chart MZY , column P000 is compatible with both column P001, and column
P110, but P001 and P110 are not compatible.
The compatibility relation in the MZY can be described by a compatible graph
defined below.
(1) Each column is represented by a node.
(2) Two nodes are connected if their underlying columns are compatible.
The compatible graph of columns in the chart MZY is displayed in Fig.11(d).
From the above definition, a compatible column set in the chart is corre-
sponding to a clique [28–30] in the compatible graph. As an example, the
set of compatible columns {P000, P001, P011, P111} forms a clique in the graph
depicted in Fig.11(d).
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All columns in a compatible set are equivalent, because values of their “don’t
care” entries can be assigned arbitrarily. Take the column set {P000, P001, P011,
P111} as an example, column P011 is equivalent to P001 and P111 if (Q11, P011)
is set equal to “1”. It follows that all the columns in a compatible set can be
merged in the same manner as discussed in S2 of FDA-α. Hence, each block
in the partition of the set of bridge variables is a clique. As a consequence,
the set of bridge variables W is determined by a minimum clique partition
(MCP) of the compatible graph. The MCP is an algorithm that computes the
smallest number of cliques that cover all nodes of a graph. It is known that
MCP is an NP-complete problem [31].
Typically, there are multiple MCPs for a graph, and different MCPs are corre-
sponding to different solutions. For example, Fig.11(d) shows that there exist
two MCPs for the compatible graph of this example. Accordingly, there are
two solutionsW andW ′ for this decomposition, and their associated partitions
πW and πW ′ have two blocks.
Again, theorem 1 ensures that the FD: WZ → F and MVD: W →→ Y
are valid, as demonstrated by forks and uniform bipartite graphs given in
Fig.11(f). Assigning “W = 1” and “W = 0” to tuples in P000∨001∨011∨111 and
P100∨101∨110 respectively, we obtain
W = g(x1, x2, x4) = x1x2 + x1x4 + x2x4,
and
F = h(W,x3, x5) = Wx3x5 +Wx3x5 +Wx3x5.
In sum, the algorithim for the decomposition of incompletely specified func-
tions is given as follows:
Incompletely Specified Function Decomposition Algorithm (FDA-δ)
S1. (Initialization) Establish the chart MZY from the truth table.
S2. Eliminate columns that contain “don’t care” only.
S3. Construct the compatible graph of columns in the MZY .
S4. Find an MCP of the compatible graph.
S5. Merge all columns in each clique of the MCP to determine blocks of πW .
8 Multi-Valued Decomposition
In all examples discussed in previous sections, we assume variables of switching
functions are all binary. This should by no means impose a limitation on our
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(a) Original Table
x1 x2 x3 F
A lo lo lo lo
B lo lo hi lo
C lo med lo lo
D lo med hi med
E lo hi lo lo
F lo hi hi hi
G med med lo med
H med hi lo med
I med hi hi hi
J hi lo lo hi
K hi hi lo hi
(b) Extended Table
x1 x2 x3 F
0 A lo lo lo lo
1 lo lo med -
2 B lo lo hi lo
3 C lo med lo lo
4 lo med med -
5 D lo med hi med
6 E lo hi lo lo
7 lo hi med -
8 F lo hi hi hi
9 med lo lo -
10 med lo med -
11 med lo hi -
12 G med med lo med
13 med med med -
14 med med hi -
15 H med hi lo med
16 med hi med -
17 I med hi hi hi
18 J hi lo lo hi
19 hi lo med -
20 hi lo hi -
21 hi med lo -
22 hi med med -
23 hi med hi -
24 K hi hi lo hi
25 hi hi med -
26 hi hi hi -
(c) MZY
πY
Plo,lo Plo,hi Pmed,lo Pmed,hi Phi,lo Phi,hi
Qlo lo lo lo med lo hi
πZ Qmed - - med - med hi
Qhi hi - - - hi -
(d) MZW
πW
Plo,lo∨lo,hi∨med,lo∨hi,lo Pmed,hi Phi,hi
Qlo lo med hi
πZ Qmed med - hi
Qhi hi - -
(e) Compatible Graph (f) Decomposed Table
Plo,hi
Phi,lo
Phi,hi
Plo,lo
Pmed,lo
Pmed,hi
R[x2x3W ] : W = g(Y )
πY x2 x3 W
Plo,lo lo lo 1
Plo,hi lo hi 1
Pmed,lo med lo 1
Phi,lo hi lo 1
Pmed,hi med hi 2
Phi,hi hi hi 3
R[x1WF ] : F = h(W,x1)
πZ ∧ πW x1 W F
(Qlo, Plo,lo∨lo,hi∨med,lo∨hi,lo) lo 1 lo
(Qmed, Plo,lo∨lo,hi∨med,lo∨hi,lo) med 1 med
(Qhi, Plo,lo∨lo,hi∨med,lo∨hi,lo) hi 1 hi
(Qlo, Pmed,hi) lo 2 med
(Qlo, Phi,hi) lo 3 hi
(Qmed, Phi,hi) med 3 hi
(f) Forks and Uniform Bipartite Graphs
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piW Y
Plo,lo
Plo,hi
Pmed,lo
Pmed,hi
Phi,lo
Phi,hi
(Qlo, Pmed,hi)
(Qmed, Pmed,hi)
(Qhi, Pmed,hi)
(Qlo, Phi,hi)
(Qmed, Phi,hi)
(Qhi, Phi,hi)
(Qlo, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo)
(Qmed, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo)
(Qhi, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo) F = lo
F = med
F = hi
(Qlo, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo)
(Qmed, Pmed,hi)
(Qhi, Pmed,hi)
(Qhi, Phi,hi)
(Qlo, Pmed,hi)
(Qmed, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo)
(Qlo, Phi,hi)
(Qmed, Phi,hi)
(Qhi, Plo,lo∨ lo,hi∨  med,lo∨ hi,lo)
piWZF piW Z
piF
πY = {0, 9, 18; 1, 10, 19; 2, 11, 20; 3, 12, 21; 4, 13, 22; 5, 14, 23; 6, 15, 24; 7, 16, 25; 8, 17, 26}
= {Plo,lo;Plo,med;Plo,hi;Pmed,lo;Pmed,med;Pmed,hi;Phi,lo;Phi,med;Phi,hi}
πZ = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8; 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17; 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26} = {Qlo;Qmed;Qhi}
Fig. 12. Multi-valued decomposition with Y = {x2, x3} and Z = {x1}.
relational approach. In fact, tuples of multi-valued variables can be easily
partitioned in the same manner as those of binary variables. Without loss of
generality, all algorithms and theorems can be extended to the decomposition
of multi-valued functions. This point is illustrated in the sequel by an example
taken from [17] and given in Fig.12, where each variable possesses three values
{lo,med, hi}.
Example 8 The original table, shown in Fig.12(a), is an incompletely spec-
ified multi-valued function. Taking all X-values into account, the table is ex-
tended in Fig.12(b). Following the algorithm FDA-δ detailed in the previous
section, We will described the decomposition of this multi-valued function be-
low.
For given bound set Y = {x2, x3} and free set Z = {x1}, the chart MZY is
established according to the extended truth table. The MCP of the compatible
graph shown in Fig.12(d) consists of three cliques, which give rise to three
blocks of πW , as indicated by the final chart MZW shown in Fig.12(e). Assum-
ing the bridge variable has three values, and assigning “W = 1”, “W = 2”,
and “W = 3” to respective tuples in Plo,lo∨lo,hi∨med,lo∨hi,lo, Pmed,hi, and Phi,hi,
the decomposed tables R[x2x3W ] and R[x1WF ] are provided in Fig.12(f),
which agrees with those given in [17]. Finally, the uniform bipartite graphs
G(πWY × πWZF , R) and the fork G(πWZ × πF , R) displayed in Fig.12(g) con-
firm that this decomposition is information-lossless.
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9 Conclusion
In this paper, an approach based on relational model for investigating the func-
tional decomposition of switching function is developed. The basic concept of
the decomposition of switching function lies on the notions of functional de-
pendency and multi-valued dependency that can be portrayed by bipartite
graphs with specific topological properties, which are delineated by partitions
of minterms. It follows that our algorithms are procedures of constructing
those specific bipartite graphs of interest to meet the lossless criteria of func-
tional decomposition. Many design issues related to the decompositions of
logic circuits, such as optimization issues, logic circuits with multiple outputs
and acyclic decomposition of a large circuit into network of plural smaller cir-
cuits, are interesting and challenging research problems in their own rights,
and deserve further investigations in the future.
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